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Boundary Allotment Association 

Annual General Meeting 

2.00pm 26th June 2021 

Held in the Polytunnel Boundary Way Allotments 

1. Attendees: 

Jess Bains 10F, 31b/32b, Adrian Wise 56F & 57B, David Brown 66F, Alma Kimber 

9F, Howard Berry 51A, Mark Taylor 75F, Yvonne Hindes 40F, Tom Jones 70b, Matt 

Parkes 21F, Maggie Summerfield for Phil Hughes15a, Kerry Hughes 18b, Mandy 

Lane 16b, Ian Foster Beacon Centre 39b, Roza Guzenda 28&29F, John Lilley 55a, 

Derek Thom 67F, Rita Roberts & E. George 6R, Daryl and Donna Downes 62b, 

Jeremy Cooper 7a. 

2. Apologies: 

David Hindes 54F, Rachel Heath 8F, Sally Hilton 20F, Ian Henley 69a, Phil Hughes 

15a &16a, Mike Phillips 53F. 

3. Welcome 

David Brown welcomed everyone to the meeting particularly some of our new 
members that were present. 
 

4. Minutes of the last AGM 

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the restrictions imposed by the Government, it 

had not been possible to have and AGM in 2020. Minutes for the previous meetings 

and the current financial statement are available on the website 

(https://www.boundaryway.co.uk/plot-holders/agm/). 

 

5. Election of committee officers.  

David Brown introduced the current officers to the new members 

The election took place of officers and committee. David Brown said there had been 

no new nominations for the officers or committee members. He asked the meeting if 

everyone was happy to continue with the same committee. Those present indicated 

that they were. The following officers were re-elected:  

Chairman David Brown 

Treasurer Tom Jones  

Secretary  Howard Berry  

 

The following were also re-elected as committee members: 

https://www.boundaryway.co.uk/plot-holders/agm/
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Alma Kimber 16A, Mike Phillips (53F), Sally Hilton (20F), Matt Parkes (21F), Mark 

Taylor. 

 

6. Secretary’s Report 

Howard Berry said that the past year of lockdowns had seen a widespread back-to-

Nature trend. A complete turnaround had taken place in demand for plots. We have 

had a waiting list since April 2020 and many plots were receiving more attention than 

previously. This burst of enthusiasm was greatly assisted by the increased “spare” 

time that occurred for many younger people during the pandemic. There was a new 

pressure for allotments to absorb this demand. We can not allow plots to remain 

neglected when there are people waiting for a chance to cultivate a bit of land. It has 

become necessary to provide a much clearer process of monitoring the condition of 

plots. 

The committee have looked at other sites and their inspection criteria and it has 

produced a draft scheme that will be trialled during the coming months. The purpose 

is to identify both strengths and weaknesses relating to the condition of plots. The 

basic criteria are: 

1. The plot is productive 

2. The plot is not infested with weeds and spreading them. 

3. The boundaries with other plots are well defined and maintained 

4. No unsuitable items are deposited on the plot. 

5. Structures on the plot are safe and cared for. 

6. Efforts are made to capture and store rainwater. 

Copies of the full document were distributed to the attendees of the meeting. They 

will also be put on our website and on the trading hut notice board. 

The structure is intended to make it clear to all plot holders what is required of them. 

This is particularly important for people that are new to “allotmenteering”. 

 

7. Treasurer’s Report 

Tom Jones presented the accounts for the period ending 1st April 2021. Copies were 

made available to all those present, and they can be viewed and downloaded from 

our website. 

Tom highlighted the following: 

The balance on 31st March 2021 was £7,745.28 

Kings Seeds. This is a very worthwhile scheme, not only do we benefit from the 

discounted prices but we receive money back from Kings. This year we gained 

£116.75. 

Waitrose. Thanks to the efforts Alma Kimber has made in fostering and maintaining 

our links with Waitrose, this year we received a donation of £244.00 for the 

Community Garden. 

A donation was also received from the family of Mrs Wright £350. 
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We have a parent and toddler group that use the Community Garden “Wolves Club 

Cafe” occasionally on Tuesday mornings. They have donated £70 this year and we 

hope that they will continue to use the site in September. 

Tom went on to point out the biggest expenses we bear: 

Water £1,131.66 

Site insurance £481.52 

Penn Gardening Society £333.00 

National Allotment Society £207.00 

 

Repairs and maintenance are done by volunteers. 

Tom finished by saying that, for historical reasons a community garden account was 

set up many years ago. This  account is now included into one main account. This 

notional account now stands at £2,028. 

8. Chairman’s Report 

David covered the following points: 

There are now more family groups on the allotments. The responsibility of children 

rests with the parents not the committee. 

Dogs should be kept under control not allowed to wander. 

He then turned to the following topics: 

• Water usage 

• Fires 

• Rents  

• Accumulation of inappropriate items 

• Maintenance and help. 

These items were dealt with in an open discussion. 

The accounts make clear that our biggest single expenditure is on water. This is why 

it is one of the criteria we will look at when assessing plots.  

Howard Berry reported that one plotholder had suggested that hoses should be 

banned or limited to those that paid an extra fee for a “licence”. 

Care should be taken when watering (term targeted watering). Water only what 

needs watering at the correct time and in the correct way. Hoses should have a 

trigger sprayer so that water does not run out in an indiscriminate way.  

Every structure that can collect water should be deployed to do so and the water 

stored in covered butts. 

Fires. 
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David Brown said that too many people bring items to the site that have no real need 

to be there. In one case a bathroom suite was brought on site, but more often it is 

bits of wood and pallets. Ultimately, we are left with piles of material to dispose of or 

burn. On top of this, no bonfires are allowed at the moment (summertime) and the 

Council may well continue the ban due to the clean air requirements. 

John Lilley said that he could provide skips to be delivered to the site. This was well 

received but it had to be managed carefully to avoid them being filled up with items 

that some people may take the opportunity to bring on the allotments. 

David Brown posed the question “are the rents too low?”. Several attendees thought 

so particularly when compared with what tenants of Council sites pay. 

Penn Gardening Society membership 

David Brown pointed out that our contribution to this was £333 which equated to 

£4.50 per plotholder. He suggested that we consider whether this remains 

mandatory or changed so that  individuals choose to subscribe or not. 

Questions arose from this: 

• What do individuals get out of membership? 

• Who owns the Trading Hut?  

• Can the use of the Trading Hut be extended so that small events can be held 

there? 

• If the Boundary Allotment Association removed the blanket membership, what 

effect would that have on PGS and our long association? 

These questions were aired in an effort to test the opinions of those present and 

guide our approach. Daryl Downes said that the committee should raise them with 

PGS. 

General maintenance and volunteering 

David Brown said that the committee needs support in managing the communal 

areas. He asked those present to consider volunteering for working parties. John 

Lilley said that taking on a new plot was taking all his spare time at present but he 

would consider volunteering next season. 

Kerry Hughes said she would be willing to help but wanted to know what kind of work 

needed to be done. She would be willing to offer some help at weekends. 

Mark Taylor said that our main concern was keeping the communal areas safe 

accessible for the groups which use the site. 

Howard Berry said that you don’t have to be on the committee to help. He would be 

happy for people to choose to undertake a regular chore rather like Adrian Wise who 

has done the mowing of the path edges. 

 

9.  A.O.B 
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Kerry Hughes referred to the inspection policy and said that often as in her father’s 

case, people are taking on neglected plots where junk has been allowed to pile up. 

This should be taken into consideration. 

Derek Thom said that he had been very hurt to receive a letter out of the blue from 

the committee complaining about the state of his plot. Especially as he has been a 

plot holder for very many years. It is much better to have a quiet word with the plot 

holder than jus to send out a letter. He went on to say that the circumstances of the 

plotholder should be taken into consideration. 

David Brown said that it was not always possible to catch the person at their plot. A 

neglected plot generally means that the plotholder does not come to the allotment. 

Howard Berry said that he tries hard to accommodate the particular circumstances of 

the plot holder. For example, he arranged with Phil Hughes to help out on John 

Brown’s plot. The idea of the proposed inspection policy was to give clarity on what 

is expected of the plot holders and a framework that will apply to everyone in equal 

measure. 

Jeremy Cooper expressed concern that herbicides and other chemical applications 

are being used on the allotment. He asked what are the rules on using sprays and 

slug pellets. 

Howard Berry said that he understood that slug pellets no longer contained 

metaldehyde. Many people on the allotment gardened without the use of chemicals. 

He personally would like to progress to the allotments being organic.  

A copy of the rules was latter given to Jeremy. The current rule on spraying is as 

follows: 

37. Use of pesticides and herbicides. Although Boundary Way Allotments does not impose organic 

practices amongst its members, the use of such chemicals should be kept to the minimum and members 

should use them with great discretion so that adjacent plots or communal areas are not contaminated. 

David Brown Mentioned the increase in rats on the allotments. He said that we 

should take care of our compost heaps and what they contain. He has been 

informed that wherever there is a supply of food rats will come. They are particularly 

fond of bird food, but are we to stop feeding the birds? 

Close of Meeting 

There being no further matters, David Brown thanked all those who had taken time 

to attend and closed the meeting at 3.00pm 

 


